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Abstract— This examination paper predominantly
centers around the structure, improvement and
assessment of a programmed movable ground freedom
framework. This framework is meant to improve vehicle
execution on off-road conditions from harsh to level
surfaces. The proposed structure is finished by utilizing
pneumatic chamber which is set between wheel get
together and assemblage of vehicle. Two innovation is
been utilized, one is that vehicle will lift consequently
dependent on speed of the vehicle and other one is that
vehicle will identify the knocks out and about. This
innovation can be embraced for all kind four wheeler
vehicles. By using the idea of Adjustable Ground
Clearance Mechanism which will demonstrate helpful
impact to the rough terrain vehicles to change the
ground leeway as indicated by landscape. Here this
paper tells how programmed lift is accomplished
through pneumatics with the assistance of sensors.
Keywords Pneumatic Cylinder, spring, Ground
Clearance, Spur Gear, IR Sensors, Relay Switches.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Ground freedom is the situation of the vehicle body over the
essential ground level. It's a significant parameter in rough
terrain vehicle. For a specific vehicle's weight, there is a sure
measure of mechanical down power follow up on tires, and in
this manner the grasp of tires is continually changing during
running condition. The entire load of vehicle is amassed at a
point known as a focal point of gravity point. Thus it's
important to give some standard ground leeway to the
vehicle. Yet at the same time there are a few limitations to
drive the vehicle on interstate and in the city.
. Mitra [1] Introduced structure improvement of ground
leeway of household vehicles. Soundness and execution is
additionally parameter of ground freedom and permit the
vehicle for the low ground leeway then it assists with giving
less drag power at the same time it devours less fuel coming
about less contamination. The examination is completed in
air stream with the assistance of score back vehicle model.
The outcome shows that the positive lift power diminishes
with expanding stature of ground leeway. Subsequently the
enhanced estimation of h/b proportion must be taken in to
thought of freedom plan. With the assistance of spoiler the
lift power issue can be settle. The dynamic suspension
framework is very. Fundamental for taking care of and
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giving solace. Nowadays this framework is utilized in various
sort of vehicles like cross breed vehicles Morteza and Mahdi
on dynamic suspension framework in equal half and half
electric vehicles. In this they contrast the regular and half and
half vehicle and dynamic suspension. For traditional the force
is taken from the IC motor subsequently gives little slack in
incitation while in crossover electric vehicle it is immediate,
coming about less fuel utilization and less emanation.
Preumont [3] created paper on energy transfer in semi active
suspension that the energy transfer phenomenon may be
bearable up to certain extent by filtering the control signal or
providing suitable mounting. Groves et al [4] carried out A
drive assembly for a vehicle having a frame. The drive
assembly comprises a drop box adapted to be fixedly secured
to the frame of the vehicle. An input shaft is rotatable
disposed within the drop box. An articulation drop box is
pivotally mounted to the drop box. An output shaft is
rotatable disposed within the articulated drop box. An inter
mediate Sprocket assembly couples the input shaft to the
output shaft to transfer torque from the input shaft to the
output shaft. A pivot pin extends through the drop box and
the articulation drop box with the intermediate Sprocket
assembly disposed about the pin and the articulation drop box
pivoting about the pin. The present invention therefore
provides a drive System having a high ground clearance
minimizes drive connection complexity and reduces high
moment loads on the Suspension components. Pond et al [5]
created an invention is to provide an improved Suspension
assembly that includes a kingpin assembly for connecting a
wheel assembly to a vehicle, the Vertical and lateral positions
of the kingpin assembly being adjustable to provide
continuously variable vehicle ground clearance and variable
wheel-track width respectively. Thoresson [6] presented the
suspension settings for optimal ride comfort of off-road
vehicles travelling on roads with different roughness and
speeds. In this they vary the suspension settings for different
roads roughness and vehicle speeds and results achieved for
comfort level. Simulation is performed on a Land Rover
Defender 110 model in MSC.ADAMS software for speeds
ranging from 10 to 50 km/hr. Tests were performed on 100m
Belgian paving and also ISO 2631-1, BS 6841 and VDI 2057
at different speeds. Correlation between measured and
simulated results is very good, especially with respect to
vertical acceleration. There are number of applications
related to ground clearance and their consideration is
designer need. To give the information about vital role of
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ground clearance. Fichter [7] gave a primary objective to the
invention is assists entry into vehicle passenger compartment
In this paper it tells invention is to provide an intermediate
step between the ground and the floor of the passenger
compartment. In accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the invention, there is disclosed an apparatus for assisting
entry into high road clearance vehicles having a generally
cylindrical Side bar adapted for attachment to a vehicle
chassis, one or more Smaller U-shaped cylindrical bars
attached to and Suspended from Said bar comprised of two
end portions and a centre bar, and a generally flat surface on
the top of each of Said centre bar of Said U-shaped bar.
Matrice et al [8] implemented an idea is to warn the pilot
whenever a ground obstacle projects above a clearance plane
a predetermined distance below the flight path of the
airplane. And other objective of this paper is to display the
relative contour levels, whenever the terrain features protrude
above the clear acne plane when the clearance plane is
parallel to a plane tangent to the earth's surface immediately
below the aircraft. Further in this paper it also tells that it
provides a means of obtaining relative heights of obstacles
through manipulation of clearance plane. A further object is
to provide improved indications of ground profile. Charles et
al [9] carried out low ground clearance trailer ,this invention
relates to motorcycle trailers, and more particularly to a
motorcycle trailer having a variable ground clearance torsion
bar suspension system and further provision is made for
loosening the bond between the trailer and the torsion bar so
that trailer free-board height can be adjusted thereby. This
height adjusting feature is complemented by the provision at
the front of the trailer of an articulated extension arm for
tilting the trailer so that the rear of the trailer can be lowered
to accept a two wheeled vehicle from ground level. Harold
[10] developed reversible high ground clearance steering
axle. This invention to provide an apparatus and method for
substantially reducing moments of a steering axle while
substantially increasing clearance between the axle and a
ground surface and increasing strength of the axle. Another
primary object of the present invention is to provide a method
and apparatus for providing a reversible high ground
clearance steering axle which can be mounted on more than
one type of vehicle. Irene [11] described Motor vehicle
having increased ground clearance level. According to the
invention, the separate body structure is formed without the
usual side sills and is assembled to the frame with the body
side walls disposed directly above and connected to the upper
surface of the side rails of the centre frame section. The
invention eliminates the need for overhanging frame brackets
to secure body to frame as well as the need for attaching the
frame into the floor areas of the body. Further, since the
frame width corresponds to the width of the vehicle, for a
given vehicle width, the invention provides a frame having
maximum width and thus maximum tensional rigidity. Gao et
al [12] Design and development of a variable ground
clearance, variable wheel track self-levelling hillside vehicle
power chassis where this paper presents a design of hillside
vehicle power chassis with the balance rocker suspension
mechanism. Those assemblies form an H-type chassis
structure where both sides of the driving axle and the main
body are connected to power transmission. The ground
clearance and wheel track have the adjustable function. The
balance rocker suspension is a novel mechanism which
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ensures full-time four-wheel drive in a complex road
environment while maintaining the main body level always in
the angle bisector of the two driving axle. According to the
hillside terrain and agronomic characteristics of various
crops, the ground clearance and the wheel track can be
adjusted continuously and smoothly by hydraulic system.
Ronald et al [13] developed Roadway design standards to
accommodate Low-Clearance Vehicles. Research was
conducted on existing standards and guidelines aimed at
accommodating low-ground clearance vehicles on highprofile roadways and develop a microcomputer software
package to model the travel of low-clearance vehicles over a
variety of high-profile geometries. And this software package
is used to evaluate the adequacy of existing standards and
guidelines aimed at low-ground clearance vehicles we can
apply the software package to develop specific highway
design criteria to accommodate low-clearance vehicles and to
present them in a form suitable for inclusion in appropriate
highway design standards. Vijay et al [14] Adjustable height
device for high clearance vehicle and a self-propelled,
dirigible agricultural vehicle with a height-adjustable chassis
that broadly includes an axle, a driven wheel hub, a kingpin,
a steering mechanism, and a spacer section. The axle is shiftable between a normal clearance position above the wheel
hub and a relatively higher elevated clearance position. The
kingpin presents opposite upper and lower ends. The kingpin
is attached relative to the wheel hub adjacent the lower end.
The kingpin is attached relative to the axle adjacent the upper
end. The kingpin is rotatable relative to the axle about an
upright kingpin axis so that the wheel hub swings as the
kingpin rotates. Roy [15] Invention related to improvements
in a new and useful device for increasing and decreasing road
clearance of vehicles and an adjustable chord. The objects of
his invention to provide a means to increase the road
clearance to any necessary height within reason to enable a
vehicle to travel over roads with deep ruts, boulders, bumps,
crests. i.e. such as are commonly known as back roads, roads
around lakes, mountain roads, rural roads.
In the present study the design of prototype model for
automated ground clearance by using two mechanisms in
order to avoid damages to lower part of the vehicle and air
force acting on the vehicle opposite to the motion, one is by
using dump detecting and other by using speed sensing
mechanism. With the help of this system the ground
clearance of the vehicle can be varied. It is an electrically
controlled by an ardunio circuit, which aims to provide
ground clearance according to the requirements of road
conditions
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II. DESIGN AND CALCULATIONSTemperature 0-80 º C
Pressure range 6-8 N/m²
Yield stress

Action

850 megapascal
=86.67587810312kilogramforce/millimeter²
Double

Max Operating
Pressure
12bar
Rods

Single

Port Function G ¼

Abbreviations and Acronyms
● dc = Diameter of cylinders
=40mm
● dp = Diameter of piston
=15mm
● p = Pressure acting
=6bar
● rc = Radius of cylinder
=20mm
● rp = Radius of piston
=7.5mm
2
● A = Area of cylinder
=1256mm
2
 B = Area of piston
=176.625mm
Calculations for Force applied on the cylinder
1. Area Of Cylinder(A)
= 3.14 * r2c
= 3.14 * 202
= 1256mm2
2. Area of piston rod(B) = 3.14*rp2
= 3.14*7.52
= 176.625mm2
3. Effective area(A-B)
= 1256-176.625
= 1079.375mm2
4. Outward stroke force
= p*A = 0.5*1256
= 738.527N
5. Inward stroke force
=p*effective area
=0.553*1079.375
=596.894N
6. Length of piston rod
Approach stroke
= 160 mm
Length of threads
= 2 x 20=40mm
Extra length due to front cover
= 12 mm
Extra length of accommodate head = 20 mm
Total length of the piston rod
= 160 + 40 + 12 + 20 = 232 mm
By standardizing, length of the piston rod=230mm
Technical Data of cylinder
Table No.1 Cylinder specifications
Stroke length
Cylinder stoker
length
160 mm = 0.16 m
Quantity
4
Seals
Nitride (Buna-N) Elastomer
End cones

Cast iron

Piston

EN–8

Media

Air
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Min Operating
Temperature -200c
Barrel
It is made of cold drawn aluminum honed to
25mm

ii. Design for spring
Rates & Loads
Spring Rate (Spring Constant), k=7.715N/mm
True Maximum Load, True Fmax=374.564N
Maximum Load Considering Solid Height, Solid Height
Fmax
Potential True Maximum Travel w/ Longer
Free Length, True Travelmax =48.553mm
Maximum Travel Considering Solid
height, Solid Height Travelmax =48.553mm
Minimum Loaded Height = 55.447mm
Physical Dimensions
Table.2 Dimension of spring
Diameter of spring wire,
d
Outer diameter of spring, Douter
Inner diameter of spring, Dinner
Mean diameter of spring, Dmean
Free length of spring, Lfree
Number of active coils, na
Number of total coils, nT
Solid height, Lsolid
Type of ends
Spring index, C
Distance between coils, Coilpitch
Rise angle of coils
Material type

3.000 mm
23.000 mm
17.000 mm
20.000 mm
104.000 mm
13
15
48.000 mm
closed & squared
6.667
7.308 mm
6.63 Degrees
Music Wire ASTM A228

iii. Design of Spur Gear
Two motor of 300 RPM and 85 RPM is used and Spur
gear is designed on the basis of speed ration
13.5
GEAR (1)
NUMBER OF TEETH (N)
OTTER DIAMETER (OD)

= 30
= 30mm
= (30+2)/30
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PITCH DIAMETER (PD)

=
=
=
=

1.06mm
N/DP
30 / 1.06
28.301 mm

= 3.147 / 1.06
= 2.96 mm
WHOLE DEPTH

= 2.157 / DP
= 2.157 / 1.06
= 2.03 mm

TOOTH RADIUS (r)

= (3 / 4) * CP
= (3 / 4) * 2.96
= 2.22 mm

CORDIAL THICKNESS (CT)

= PD*Sin(90/N)
= 28.301 * Sin (90/30)
= 1.48 mm

Spring is designed depending upon load it can
withstand and the material of spring is music wire ASTM
A228 whose total length is 104mm and means diameter
20mm and inner diameter where this spring is connected to
pneumatic cylinder. Hence this diameter is selected because
to match with the 15mm diameter piston rod.
STEP 4 Double Acting Pneumatic Cylinder Setup
The dimensions of cylinder depending on the
weight of the chassis. Depending on the weight pressure
required is 6 bar. This pressure is enough to lift the chassis.
Specifications of cylinder is given below in the Table No.1
STEP 5 Making Of Electronic Circuit
Using Arduino board controller an electronic circuit
is build using relay board, ultrasonic sensor, and IR sensor
and suitable program is written and dumped to Arduino
board in order to automate the whole process.

GEAR (2)
NUMBER OF TEETH (N) = 100
OTTER DIAMETER (OD) = 100mm
= (100+2)/100
= 1.02 mm
PITCH DIAMETER (PD) = N/DP
= 100 / 1.02
= 98.03 mm
CIRCULAR PITCH
= 3.147 / DP
= 3.147 / 1.02
= 3.08 mm
WHOLE DEPTH
= 2.157 / DP
= 2.157 / 1.02
= 2.11 mm
TOOTH RADIUS ( r )
= (3 / 4) * CP
= (3 / 4) * 3.08
= 2.31 mm
CORDIAL THICKNESS (CT) = PD * Sin (90 / N)
=98.03 * Sin (90/100)
=1.539 mm

III. FABRICATION PROCESS
STEP 1 Back Set Up
By considering motor specifications of 12v 7.5
amps, the speed ratio required is 13 so spur gears of
diameter 30mm and 100mm. These spur gears are connected
by using connecting shaft of 15mm diameter MS material
and ball bearings of inner diameter of 15mm and outer
diameter 40mm and a lever is connected to the gear
assembly for speed conversions as require. This is the
complete procedure of back set up.

STEP 6 Assembly Process
By using Arc welding the back setup is welded to
the chassis, then the pneumatic cylinder with spring is
connected to the wheel assembly and chassis, and cylinder
of capacity 10L is placed upon the chassis, by using hoses
5/2 Solenoid valve connections are given to pneumatic
cylinder and electronic circuit .This is total fabrication
process which was done to our prototype which took 25
days to complete the fabrication process where number of
parts are listed above in the Table No3.
Table No.3 List of parts
Sl. No
1

Parts
DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER

Quantity
4

2

FLOW CONTROL VALVES

1

3

5/2 SOLONOID VALVES

2

4
5

WHEELS
SPRINGS

4
4

6

INDUTION MOTOR

2

7

SPUR GEAR

2

8
9

BATTERY
SENSOR UNIT CIRCUIT

2
1

10

IR SENSOR

1

11

UV SENSOR

1

two
STEP 2 Chassis Setup
In this process Activa wheels of 228mm size are
selected, depending on wheel size frame of size of 965mm
length and 508mm width is built. The material used to build
this frame is MS Square Pipe 18 Gauge. The total weight of
chassis is 15kg .
STEP 3 Spring Setup
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IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Pneumatic lift in a vehicle can be achieved by
pneumatic cylinder employing a reciprocating compressor.
Compressor compresses the gas to a high pressure. This
high pressurized gas then send to pneumatic cylinders to
exert force against the piston head inside it to have the
piston movement to create a linear motion outwards. By
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lowering the pressure of gas the piston movement can be
reversed and vice versa. It is able to lift the weight of
chassis up to 25kg with a compressor of capacity 6bar,
which is good enough for a lower scale work. The
mechanisms takes maximum 2 seconds to lift the chassis
after providing input to the controller and then can have a
fixed higher ground clearance up to required period of time
to protect the chassis of prototype. And later can lower the
chassis using controller to have fixed lower ground
clearance within 2 second. And the performance can be
optimized.
The automatic lift mechanism is achieved by using two
technologies. First method is by using UV sensors give a
proximity range within that range the prototype will detect
presence of bumps which comes on the way and the chassis
of the prototype vehicle will raise and after it overcomes the
bumps it lowers and other second method is which unique
one designed by us, here speed controller mechanism is used
to lift the vehicle which is achieved i.e. when vehicle is
moving from low speed to high speed gear lever position
will change.
This change is position of lever is detected by using IR
sensors where for high speed vehicles chassis position is
lowered to help vehicle to move more faster and for low
speed position of chassis is raised up to prevent damage.
The complete working is shown in form of block diagram in
Figure.2 .Hence by using this study future characteristics of
vehicles will be improved.

The directional valve is one of the important parts
of a pneumatic system. These are also used to operate a
mechanical operation which in turn operates the valve
mechanism as shown in Figure.4

iii. HOSES
Hoses used in this pneumatic system are made up of
polyurethane. These hoses can with stand at a maximums
pressure level of 10 kg/cm2 which is shown in below
Figure.5

Iv. CHASSIS FRAME
This is a frame which is made up of mild steel whose
shape is shown in Figure.6

v. IR SENSOR UNIT

V. COMPONENTS USED AND ITS DESCRIPTIONS
i. PNEUMATIC DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER
Pneumatic cylinder consist of A) PISTON B)
CYLINDER which is shown in Figure.3 The cylinder is a
Double acting cylinder one, which means that the air pressure
operates where high force is required in both directions of
travel. The air from the compressor is passed through the
regulator which controls the pressure to required amount by
adjusting its knob. A pressure gauge is attached to the
regulator for showing the line pressure. Then the compressed
air is passed through the single acting 5/2 solenoid valve for
supplying the air to one side of the cylinder.

The IR transmitter and IR receiver circuit is used to
sense the obstacle.
A) Normal Condition The IR transmitter sensor is
transmitting the infrared rays with the help of 555 IC timer
circuit.
B) Obstacle Condition At Obstacle conditions the IR
transmitter and IR receiver, the resistance across the
transmitter and receiver is high due to the non-conductivity
of the IR waves.

vi. ARDUINO UNO BOARD WITH CIRCUIT
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based
on theATmega328P. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of
which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a
16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack,
an ICSP header and a reset button. Simply connect it to a
computer with a USB cable or power it with AC-to-Dc
adapter or battery and a suitable program is embedded in
the micro controller of the board. Below is the circuit

ii.SOLENOID VALVE WITH CONTROL UNIT
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diagram of Arduino board whose diagram is shown below
in Figure.8.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
1. A reasonable program is created for estimating high or
low speed and identifying the nearness of knocks for
mechanization process.
2. The normal time required by the framework to change the
ground freedom of the vehicle is two seconds.
3. The ground leeway of the vehicle is expanded by 7.5cm
along the hindrances.
VII. CONCLUSION

Science, Vol. 19, No.5-1, Page 97-104, 2008
[3] Collette and A. Preumont, - Energy transfer in semi-active suspension
system, 1987
[4] Groves - Drive assembly for a high ground clearance vehicle, US Patent
Nov. 15, 2005
[5] Pond - Adjustable Vehicle Suspension,US Patent, Mar. 14, 2000
[6] P.E. Uys, P.S. Els, M. Thoresson, ―Suspension Settings for Optimal
Ride Comfort Of Off -Road Vehicles Travelling On Roads with Different
Roughness and Speeds‖ Journal of Terramechanics 44
163–175,
[7] Fichter - Apparatus For Assisting Entry Into High Road Clearance
Vehicle, US Patent Jul. 8, 2003
[8] Matrice, Bourgraf - Ground Celearance Warning System, Dec. 20, 1957
[9] Low ground clearance trailer having a variable ground clearance torsion
bar suspension system by Charles,James and Sophia john US Patent August
2004.
[10] Reversible high ground clearance steering axle by Harold US Patent
June 2001.
[11] Motor vehicle having increased ground clearance level floor space and
the separate body structure is formed without the usual side sills by IRENE
Jan 1999 US Patent.
[12] Design and development of a variable ground clearance, variable
wheel track self-leveling hillside vehicle power chassis by Gao-Youn,
Antonio US Patent June 1997
[13] Roadway Design Standards To Accommodate Low-Clearance
Vehicles by Ronald, Easter Augean and Amineh 2006
[14] Adjustable height device for high clearance vehicle by Vi jay, Colon,
Mark US Patent 1999
[15] Anchor Le Roy - Device for increasing and decreasing
road clearance of vehicles and an adjustable application,
February 17, 1937

In car industry there are consistently explore is
proceeding to give greatest solace to the traveler.
While considering this circumstance it's hard for
vehicles to keep up its ground freedom at low and for
the thruway application to get more speed and
dependability to the vehicle and is absurd to expect to
accomplish with high ground leeway. Part of this
paper is actualizing the Automatic ground leeway
change framework to forestall number of harms to the
vehicle undercarriage are significantly decreased.
VIII. APPLICATION
1.This technology used can be used in all types of cars and
also in buses.
2.This innovation would help in garage for mechanics to
work under body without any additional jack.
3.It would save time of installing a manual jack and
washing of the lower body of the car as it would raise the
car.
4.Hence a suitable Design has been designed such that the
vehicle can be lifted from the floor land without application
of any impact force.
5.This mechanism prevents damage for lower body of
vehicle. Hence it can be used in low range cars.
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